Computer Society of India, Chennai Chapter
IEEE Computer Society, Madras Chapter
Cordially invite you for a presentation
on

“TECHNOLOGY CRIMES – foundations and frontiers…”
by

Prof Thilagaraj
HOD - Criminology, University of Madras

&
Dr. K. Rama Subramaniam
CEO, Valiant Technologies Group

Rev. Dr. M. Albert William S.J.,
Dean of Computer Science, Secretary & Correspondent, Loyola College.
will felicitate

on Friday, 29th Nov 2013 at 5.00 p.m.
at Lawrence Sundaram Auditorium, Loyola College, Nungambakkam, Chennai
Mr. P. Kumar
Chairman
CSI Chennai

Mr. H.R. Mohan
Chairman
IEEE CS Madras

Programme: 5.00: Tea & Fellowship :: 5.30: Presentation
About the Presentation: Technology crimes that encompass cybercrimes are here to stay and cannot be wished away. What
started off as an intellectual exercise in one-upmanship grew to becoming a tool of vendetta when it was still regarded as being
manageable. Today, the abuse of technology has grown to monstrous proportions substantially due to the economics of such
crimes. Rewards running to multiple millions of dollars have edged out the geek and techie from the crime scene and brought in
organized crime gangs to the forefront of technology crimes. This menace has to be handled through a multi-dimensional response
at the policy, practice and awareness levels. This session will present the crime-risk landscape, the challenges in battling
technology crimes and the various ways in which each of us can contribute to battling technology crimes.
About the Speakers: Prof Thilagaraj is currently the Professor and Head of the Department of Criminology at the University of
Madras and Chairman of Center for Cyber Forensics and Information Security at the University which is one of the very few
Centers of specialization in the country. He is the past Chairman of Indian Society of Criminology and the recipient of the
prestigious Kumarappa-Reckless Award for outstanding contribution to the field of Criminology education and research for over
25 years. He is member of the Presidium of the Asian Society of Criminology and has been invited to speak at the World
Criminology Congress and at the prestigious Stockholm Convention on Criminology.
Dr. K. Rama Subramaniam is a MBA, Ph.D., FCA, FISC, CFIP, CISSP, CISA, CISM, CEH, CHFI. He is the CEO, Valiant
Technologies Group (Abu Dhabi–Bangalore–Chennai–Colombo–Port Louis). He is an Adjunct Professor, University of Madras
and Founder President (currently serving) - ISC2 Chennai Chapter (the only chapter approved for formation in India). He is the
Global Chair (former), Education & Awareness Expert Group of GAISP – Generally Accepted Information Security Principles
initiative, USA and former Chair of Accreditation and Certification Board, OISSG, UK. Also served as India’s country
representative on TC-11 (Security & Privacy) at the International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP)

